ACROSS
1. Extra item with dinner; sneak or draw; inert gas
2. Newsom, for one; codger’s condition
3. Tint; pair, in a gossip column; gullet
4. Remove the skin from; popular beer type; bristle
5. Yurt; giving rise to, as a riot
6. Stage actor; prongs
7. It’s where Cinderella met the Prince; curling surface; found
8. Delphi letter; American wildcat; scan
9. Easter riser; give order to

DOWN
1. A Verdi opera; corrida cry; word with club or food
2. Islet; bank offers; Georgia currency
3. Mistake; lousy one?; fabric loops
4. Ligeti’s medium; siblings’ children
5. Amorally
6. Spore wall layer; mottled horse; price
7. Enterprise command post; gorge
8. Revive, as Dr. Frankenstein; temporary, as an official
9. Samsung competitor; banjo sound; germ; stupefaction